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INTRODUCTION
During October 194.4, the National Advisory Committee
conducted a series of conferences with the”Army, Navy,
and representatives of the aircraft industry for the
purpose of discussing the flight-test procedures used in
measuring the stability and control characteristics of
alrolanes. The conferences were initiated by the Army
Air Forces, Air Technical Service Command, to acquaint
the flight organizations of the industry with the flight
test methods employed by the NACA and to standardize the
tecbnlques insofar as possible as they are employed by
the various manufacturers and agencies engaged in
determining the flying qualities of airplanes.
To facilitate the discussion during the ”conferences
a series of charts was presented whidh portrayed typical
good and undesirable airplane characteristics as
determined in flight, The discussion oent.eredaround
the characteristics portrayed and their relation to the
Army Air Foroes specifications for the stability and
control of airplanes (reference 1), In general the
following points were covered in connection with each
chartz
(a) The purpose of the test
(b) The flight technique used
---- - - -----
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(o) Items recorded
(d) Evaluation and interpretation of data
obtained
There were many requests from the conferees for
ooptes of the oharts presented for their further study
and for reference with thetr notes taken during the
discussion. Acoordin@y, the charts have been reproduced
and are presented herein.
During the discussion there were msny additional
explanatory f’lguresdrawn on the blackboard so that the
more formal charts do not give a com~lete picture of the
material yu?esentedand discussed,
The conferences were held at both the Langley and
Ames Laboratories of the NACA and a separate series of
oharts was presented by each group. Beoause of the
similarity of the charts, however$ only the charts
presented at the Langley conference are given herein.
Lan@ey Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
Langley Field, Va., December 26, 194-4..
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1. Anon.: Stability and Control Requirements for
Airplanes. M@ Specification No. c-1815,
Aug. 31, 1943.
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